Sports Policy

Rationale
Our expectation is that all students, while participating in, or spectating at school sport events will behave in a manner which is in line with the “School Sport Australia Codes of Behaviour” (as adopted by SASSSA) outlined below:

Guidelines

On Field Code of Conduct

**Code for Players**
- Be a good sport
- Work hard for your team, as well as yourself
- Treat all team-mates and opponents as you enjoy being treated yourself
- Play by the rules
- Co-operate with team and game officials
- Control your behaviour on and off the field
- Learn to value ones effort, skilled performance and improvement

**Code for Spectators**
- Demonstrate appropriate social behaviour
- Don’t let your behaviour detract from the participants’ enjoyment
- Let game officials conduct events without interference
- Support skilled performances and team play with generous applause
- Demonstrate respect for opposing players and their supporters

Off Field Code Of Conduct
While travelling to and from playing venues and when staying overnight for competitions, it is expected that your behaviour will be in line with the Penola High School Code of Conduct and any specific guidelines outlined by the supervising staff.

Consequences For Inappropriate Behaviour
Every incidence of inappropriate behaviour has the potential to harm not only the individual(s) involved, but also their team-mates, coaches and the whole school community. Therefore, any behaviour which is not in line with the expectations outlined will result in the individual(s) involved being given appropriate consequences.